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Abstract: Wireless sensor network contains sensor nodes having limited capabilities to sense, 

collect, and manipulate the data. The sensed data often need to be sent back to the base 

station for analysis. However, the sensing field may be too far from the base station. This 

may cause the transmission of data over long distances using multi-hop which may weaken 

the security strength. There may be different types of attack. These attacks can modify the 

sensed data by capturing the intermediate nods. Therefore, security services, such as, 

authentication and key establishment between sensor nodes, are important. However, the 

resource constraints of the sensors and their nature of communication over a wireless 

medium make data confidentiality and integrity a nontrivial task. In this paper we will review 

the security threats and various key distribution techniques. These techniques can be used to 

secure the sensor network.      
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network is one of remarkable technologies for ubiquitous computing 

environment to enable an end-user to gather the nearby context information. Typical 

examples of this network are location supporting application for indoor environment and 

environment monitoring application. In these applications, user mobility should be 

considered in authentication process. However, the existing approaches do not considered 

this issue. Node should perform authentication procedure again after the node moves 

another position. [11][12] 

Security Challenges in Wireless Sensor Networks  

Security challenges in WSN are as follows: 

1. Minimizing resource consumption and maximizing security performance. 

2. Sensor network deployment renders more link attacks ranging from passive 

eavesdropping to active interfering. 

3. In-network processing involves intermediate nodes in end-to-end information 

transfer. 

4. Wireless communication characteristics render traditional wired-based security 

schemes unsuitable. 

5. Large scale and node mobility make the affair more complex. 

6. Node adding and failure make the network topology dynamic. [12] 

Attacks on Wireless Sensor Network 

Active Attack 

An active attack attempts to alter or destroy the data being exchanged in the network, 

thereby disrupting the normal functioning of the network. It can be classified into two 

categories external attacks and internal attacks. External attacks are carried out by nodes 

that do not belong to the network. These attacks can be prevented by using standard 

security mechanisms such as encryption techniques and firewalls. Internal attacks are 

carried out by compromised nodes that are actually part of the network. Since the attackers 

are already part of the network as authorized nodes, internal attacks are more severe and 

difficult to detect when compared to external attacks.[11][12] 
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Passive Attacks 

A passive attack does not disrupt proper operation of the network. The attacker snoops the 

data exchanged in the network without altering it. Here, the requirement of confidentiality 

can be violated if an attacker is also able to interpret the data gathered through snooping. 

Detection of passive attacks is very difficult since the operation of the network itself does 

not get affected. One way of preventing such problems is to use powerful encryption 

mechanisms to encrypt the data being transmitted, thereby making it impossible for 

eavesdroppers to obtain any useful information from the data overheard. [11][12] 

Cryptography Techniques and Key Distribution Methods 

Cryptography is a technique to secure the data. It uses the concept of keys to change the 

form of input data, called encryption and data can be converted to previous form using the 

same keys, called decryption. [11] 

Types of Cryptography 

1. Public Key Cryptography: In this method, two different keys are used to secure the 

data. Public key is available to everyone and private key is kept secret. Sender can 

send the data to receiver by encrypting the data using his public key and receiver can 

decrypt the data using the its private key. [11] 

2. Private Key Cryptography: In this method, a group of user share same key. Sender 

can send the encrypted data using private key and receiver can decrypt the data 

using same key. [12] 

Key distribution methods 

1. Pre-distribution of keys: In this method, keys are assigned to each node for secure 

communication. Nodes can use these keys to share the data over network in a 

secure manner.   

2. Post-distribution of keys: in this method, keys are assigned after the node 

deployment. Nod can obtained the keys from base station.[12]  

Selection of Key Distribution Method 

Selection of cryptography method is a very critical issue for security implementation in 

WSNs. Many researchers consider that asymmetric key cryptography methods are not 

suitable for WSNs due to the resource limitation of sensor nodes. Although some recent 

research results show that it is feasible to apply asymmetric key cryptography to WSNs by 
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choosing appropriate algorithms, parameters, etc., Key management is still too expensive in 

terms of computation and energy cost for sensor nodes, and still need further research. 

Symmetric key cryptography is more efficient then public key cryptography in terms of 

speed and low energy cost. However, the key management is not an easy task for symmetric 

key cryptography. There is need to developed more efficient and flexible key management 

scheme for WSN. [11]    

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Wireless sensor network is insecure by its nature: there is no such a clear line of defence 

because of the freedom for the nodes to join, leave and move inside the network; some of 

the nodes may be compromised by the adversary and thus perform some malicious 

behaviours that are hard to detect; lack of centralized machinery may cause some problems 

when there is a need to have such a centralized coordinator; restricted power supply can 

cause some selfish problems; and continuously changing scale of the network has set higher 

requirement to the scalability of the protocols and services in the network. As a result, 

compared with the wired network, the wireless network will need more robust security 

scheme to ensure the security of it. [1][12] 

Researchers have developed lot of different methods to secure the sensor network but each 

method has some sort of limitations. There are some critical operations like node 

authentication and key distribution. Now we will discuss the different schemes of 

authentication and key distribution used by the researchers. 

J. Kim, J. Baek, T. Shon [1] suggested an efficient method of membership verification for re-

authentication of mobile node and showed the performance analysis of membership 

verification. Using this method, they proposed an efficient and scalable re-authentication 

protocol over wireless sensor network. Also, they provided performance and security 

analysis of the protocol.  

H. Wang and Y. Zhang [2] proposed an efficient threshold self-healing key distribution 

scheme with sponsorization for infrastructure less wireless networks. They claimed that the 

key distribution scheme satisfies the forward security, i.e., any internal user who has been 

revoked cannot generate a new session key. In this paper, an attack method against this key 

distribution scheme’s forward security was presented. Furthermore, this attack method can 
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also be applied to this scheme’s backward security. Thus, the original threshold self-healing 

key distribution scheme is insecure. 

K. Han, T. Shon and K. Kim [3] extended novel and efficient node authentication and key 

exchange protocol that support Irregular distribution. Compared with previous protocols, 

this protocol has only a third of communication and computational overhead. The proposed 

improvement enables the efficient node re-authentication and key exchange even when the 

sensors are irregularly distributed to the smart home and WPAN for supporting various 

convergence services. In order to verify the proposed approach, they performed three kinds 

of validation according to communication pass, message size, and security analysis. From 

the analysis, improvement guarantees the longer lifetime of Smart Home Devices and 

WPAN while providing security solutions. In future work they will deploy the proposed 

approach to real Smart home environments and confirm the authentication operations for 

supporting NSL. 

W. Wang and D. Peng [4] proposed a quality-driven scheme to optimize stream 

authentication and unequal error protection (UEP) jointly. This scheme can provide digital 

image authentication, image transmission quality optimization, and high energy efficiency 

for WMSN. The contribution of this research is two-fold as summarized below. First, a new 

resource allocation aware greedy stream authentication approach is proposed to simplify 

the authentication process. Second, an authentication-aware wireless network resource 

allocation scheme is developed to reduce image distortion and energy consumption in 

transmission. The scheme is studied by unequally protected image packets with the 

consideration of coding and authentication dependency.  

They proposed a methodology for quality-driven and energy-efficient transmission of 

authenticated images in WMSNs. First, a JPEG2000 compatible stream authentication 

scheme is proposed with a minimal authentication dependency overhead, which is very easy 

to be integrated with network resource allocation schemes in order to tackle the problem of 

severe energy constraints in WMSNs. Furthermore, a general UEP-based network resource 

allocation framework is developed to optimize the image transmission quality with integrity 

and energy efficiency assurance. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed schemes 

significantly improved the authenticated image quality even under strict communication 

energy consumption constraints in wireless multimedia sensor networks. 
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 A. Rasheed and R. N. Mahapatra [5] proposed a general three-tier security framework for 

authentication and pair-wise key establishment between mobile sinks and sensor nodes. 

The proposed scheme, based on the polynomial pool-based key pre-distribution scheme 

substantially improved network resilience to mobile sink replication attacks compared to 

the single polynomial pool-based key pre-distribution approach. Using two separate key 

pools and having few stationary access nodes carrying polynomials from the mobile pool in 

the network may hinder an attacker from gathering sensor data, by deploying a replicated 

mobile sink. Analysis indicates that with 10 per cent of the sensor nodes in the network 

carrying a polynomial from the mobile pool, for any mobile polynomial to be recovered, the 

attacker would have to capture 20.8 times more nodes as compared to the single 

polynomial pool approach. They have further improved the security performance of the 

proposed scheme against stationary access node replication attack by strengthening the 

authentication mechanism between stationary access nodes and sensor nodes. They used 

the one-way hash chains algorithm in conjunction with the static polynomial pool-based 

scheme.  

H. Dai and H. Xu [6] proposed  a new key pre-distribution algorithm based on matrix-based 

technique and numerically evaluated. The proposed approach combines matrix-based 

method and polynomial-based key pre-distribution approach to achieve both high network 

connectivity and strong resilience against node capture. The effectiveness of the proposed 

algorithm has been demonstrated through analysis and simulation. Also, an efficient 

encoding mechanism was designed to optimize the memory overhead. In future work, they 

plan to develop the group-based matrix decomposition for the large distributed WSNs. 

T. Kwon and J. Hong [7] proposed X-TESLA, an efficient scheme which may continue 

indefinitely and securely, that addresses this and many other issues of the previous 

schemes. With the advent of more powerful sensor node commodities such as iMote2, the 

future of public-key technique application to broadcast authentication looks bright, but X-

TESLA can efficiently be combined with public-key techniques also. For example, they could 

modify X-TESLA to use digital signatures on Type 4 packets, keeping everything else the 

same. Through the application of TMD-trade off techniques they observed that care should 

be taken with the short-key-chain based broadcast authentication schemes. 
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Z. Liu, J. Ma Q. Huang, and Sang Jae Moon [8] presented an Asymmetric Key Pre-distribution 

Scheme. Instead of assuming that the network is comprised entirely of identical users in 

conventional key pre-distribution schemes, the network now consists of a mix of users with 

different missions, i.e., ordinary users and keying material servers. A group of users, using 

secret keys preloaded in their memory and public keying material retrieved from one keying 

material server, can compute a session key. The properties of this method are that, the 

compromise of keying material servers does not reveal any information about users’ secret 

keys and the session keys of privileged subset of users; if computational assumptions are 

considered, each user has very low storage requirement. These properties make it attractive 

for sensor networks. They first formally define the asymmetric key pre-distribution scheme 

in terms of the entropy and give lower bounds on user’s storage requirement and the public 

keying material size. Then, they presented its constructions and applications for sensor 

networks. 

P. F. Oliveira and J. Barros [9] considered the problem of secret key distribution in a sensor 

network with multiple scattered sensor nodes and a mobile device that can be used to 

bootstrap the network. Their main contribution is a set of secure protocols that rely on 

simple network coding operations to provide a robust and low-complexity solution for 

sharing secret keys among sensor nodes, including pairwise keys, cluster keys, key 

revocation, and mobile node authentication. Despite its role as a key enabler for this 

approach, the mobile node only has access to an encrypted version of the keys, providing 

information- theoretic security with respect to attacks focused on the mobile node. Results 

include performance evaluation in terms of security metrics and a detailed analysis of 

resource utilization. The basic scheme was implemented and tested in a real-life sensor 

network test bed. This class of network coding protocols to be particularly well suited for 

highly constrained dynamic systems such as wireless sensor networks. 

K. Lu, Yi Qian, M. Guizani, and H. H. Chen [10] proposed a unified framework for distributed 

key management schemes in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. Analytical models 

are developed to evaluate its performance in terms of connectivity, reliability, and 

resilience. Extensive simulation results show that, even with a small number of 

heterogeneous nodes, the performance of a wireless sensor network can be improved 
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substantially. It is also shown that these analytical models can be used to accurately predict 

the performance of wireless sensor networks under varying conditions. 

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

WIRELESS sensor networks are dense wireless networks of sensor nodes collecting and 

disseminating environmental data. Sensor nodes are small low-power devices constrained 

severely in their computation, communication, and storage capabilities, usually for 

economic reasons. They may sense around themselves, communicate over wireless 

channels within short ranges, and frequently fall into the sleep mode for saving their power. 

Accordingly, a large scale wireless sensor network is composed of a number of sensor nodes 

for covering wider area through multi-hop connections. It has various kinds of promising 

applications that include environmental monitoring. Since sensor nodes are deployed in 

unattended fashions or even in hostile environments, they can readily be captured and 

tampered by adversaries as well as communication links are compromised. [7] 

To secure the communication over WSN there must be a authentication method which can 

ensure that unauthorized sensors cannot join the network as well as they cannot transmit 

the data over network.  

Authentication issues for WSN 

1. Authentication of Sensors 

Sensor node can join the network at any time and can start communication over network 

but unauthorized node can join the network to access the data. So authentication of the 

nodes is essential. If nodes change their position dynamically then node re- authentication is 

required. 

2. Authentication of Data 

Sensors communicate with each other by sending the messages to each other. Each sensor 

should be able to verify the signature of the received message as well as the source of the 

message because attacker can also transmit the same messages. 

3. Authentication of Key pair 

It is very difficult to ensure that the keys which are being used in communication are the 

genuine keys. Intruder can also generate a key pair in order to replace the original one. After 

the replacement of keys, nodes may use the fake keys and the entire network can be 

compromised.      
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4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we explored the different security issues of WSN, authentication and key 

distribution. Some authors talked about the various authentication schemes which can be 

used for node verification [1][2][4][5]. Some authors talked about the various key 

distribution schemes [6][7][8][9][10]. Research work done by these authors show that it is 

very challenging task to provide the secure communication over network and the need to 

discover more efficient methods with the respect of resource constraints of WSN.                 

Finally we can conclude that, to secure the communication over WSN there must be a 

provision to authenticate the data and as well as the sensors. It should also ensure that 

unauthorized sensors cannot join the network as well as they should not be able to transmit 

the data over network.  Key management is also a very difficult task which can degrade the 

performance of entire network by consuming the resources for key computations. 
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